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Have you ever had a question about what numbers mean when stamped onto jewelry? Let’s
cover some basics before getting into more obscure numbers and markings. I get endless
Questions about Unidentified Stamps inside of Rings. ENDLESS! So much so that I had to
literally say “I am no longer taking questions about Marks or. French Silver Marks - Online
Encyclopedia of Silver Marks, Hallmarks & Makers' Marks.
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Apr 12, 2015. ¼ 14K Shell — This means ¼ of the metal weight of the item is solid. . I am just
wondering what exactly does 14KT black gold plated mean. Solved: I have a small heart pendant
and gold chain both marked OR 14K. Is this real gold? is a real 14k necklace. I have no clue
what the OR could mean. What those stamps and numbers mean.. Meaning of gold hallmarks &
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Longines Wrist Watch Repair Ever pioneering and innovative, Longines continues today in
breaking new technological ground as they did in the infancy of their great.
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